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Type Of Incidences Count  BIF Saved Kes.   

Attempted theft 7                                 6,413,445   
Attempted Diversion 8 7,698,251  
Accident 9                               12,723,213   
Breach of Procedure 6                                3,960,314   
Trans-shipment Cases 10                               11,369,346   

Trade Facilitation 7                                8,470,865   

  47                            50,635,434   
 

    

Type Of Incidences Entry No. Description of Goods  BIF Saved 
Kes.  

Attempted Theft/Theft   

  2018UGKEMBAC2393 Undenatured ethyl alcohol 
of an alcoholic strength by 
volume of less than 80% 
vol; spirits, liqueurs and 
other spirituous 
beverages. (From EABL) 

                         
2,382,244  

  2018NBI1628841 300ml Empty 
Multipurpose Flint Bottles 

                            
170,240  

  D5922 One Unit Toyota Hiace 
Van 

                            
625,394  

  D5602 Oil Products                              
511,125  

  2018MSA6774544 500 Bags Chinese Rice                             
653,028  

Stolen at Majengo in 
Msa 

2017MSA6765656 Used Toyota Harrier                             
502,803  

Attempted Robbery at 
Mai Mahiu 

S29027 Non-wired unworked 
sheets of 
float/ground/polished 
glass  

                          
1,568,611  

Attempted Diversion/Deviation   

Deviated to Kibwezi 
Town 

D10361 One Unit Toyota Harrier                              
711,054  

Deviated to Kitale 
Cherangani Rd 

6780013 Used Toyota Kluger                              
612,542  

  2018MLB455107 Raw Cotton Lint                              
703,784  

  S31017 One Unit Toyota Hiace                             
595,292  

Offroute D2649 Brown Sugar                          
2,570,806  
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Offroute S30549 One unit Used Toyota 
Hilux 

                            
552,104  

Offroute D3746 Used Clothing                         
1,300,000  

Deviated to Waiyaki 
way/Westlands 

D1071 One Unit Used Toyota 
Harrier 

                            
652,669  

Accident       

  C15415 Fuel Oil                             
321,900  

  D1289 Stranded Wire,Cables Of 
Aluminum Alloys 

                            
835,790  

  S1451 Palm Olein                          
1,358,962  

  2017MSA6763652 Used Mazda Titan                             
255,922  

  2018MLB454160 334 Bags Natutal Uganda 
Arabica Coffee 

                         
4,195,443  

  2017MSA6768810 Used Toyota Hiace Van                           
1,725,581  

  2018MSA6772219 Ready Made Garments                           
1,528,751  

Accident at Maji ya 
Chumvi 

2017MSA6767480 Solar Panels                              
775,283  

Accident at Burnt 
Forest 

2017MSA6767480 One Unit Used Toyota 
Hiace loaded with 
personal effects 

                          
1,725,581  

Breach of Procedure   

Off-route D9101 One Used Toyota Premio                              
211,155  

Exceeded Transit 
Duration 

2018MLB459030 Waste used batteries                             
302,425  

Seal Tamper/Off Route D9780 Used Toyota Corona 
Premio 

                             
221,910  

Seal Tamper 2017MSA6761456 Used Toyota Townace 
Noah 

                             
476,323  

Seal Tamper 2018MSA6775547 Ready Made Garments                          
1,819,055  

Turn Back 2017MSA6754109 One Unit Used Mercedez 
Benz E class 

                            
929,446  

Transhipment       

  S1629 Agriculture and 
Horticulture appliances 

                            
944,533  

  S2422 Used Clothing                         
1,300,000  
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  S2133 Motor Cycle Spare Parts                         
1,200,000  

  C14993 Fuel Oil                              
265,600  

  S3340 Sodium Hydroxide                             
443,087  

  2018ISB52161/52194 Second Hand Drill Rig-
058 Model Ford E Cotorq 

                         
4,857,544  

  C1608 Pressure Reducing Valves                           
1,487,274  

  S1111 Machinery                              
199,717  

  2018MLB454144 320Bags Natural Uganda 
Robusta Coffee 

                            
624,950  

  C6577 Animal feed                                
46,642  

Trade Facilitation       

Joint verification of 
truck No. UAH 
351R/UAF 926U and 
transfer of extra weight 
to truck No. KBA 944 
at Changamwe Police 
Station 

D4881 Hair Products                          
1,224,499  

Security provided after 
breakdown by Kericho 
RRU 

2018MLB457479 Sesame Seeds                          
2,509,661  

Distribution of weight 
at Gilgil weigh bridge 

2018MSA6782621 Assorted Items                          
1,299,420  

Cargo Shifting S29616 Steel Scaffolding                              
541,986  

 Joint survey and 
establish the extent of 
damages to both the 
container and the cargo 
after container was 
observed to be 
damaged 

2018MSA6778594 Refined Vegetable Palm 
Olein 

                         
1,736,980  

Namanga to SS 
Consignment 

2017NMA120872 One Unit Mercedez Benz 
Actros 

                         
1,158,320  

        

Total                         
50,635,434  
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RRU INTERVENTIONS FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY, 2018 

1. Improved Accountability of Transit Goods along the Supply Chain  

16/01/2018 A transit unit was reported to have been stolen. The driver called the CMC 

and reported that he had just had his dinner, upon returning, found the vehicle missing. 

Seal number is 60D5007011, Toyota Hiace. Earlier on, the seal reported a seal broken 

alert and after being asked if he'd touched it said he hadn't. The issue was reported on the 

WhatsApp platform.  Upon further enquiry on the system it showed a deviation alert. 

 

Shimanzi police were requested to set up a roadblock to intercept the vehicle. Our team 

together with Automated proceeded to Makupa police station where they managed to 

view Shell CCTV camera footage. Which clearly showed a man gets into the vehicle and 

drive away. The unit is a white Toyota Hiace. The BIF was Kes. 625,394. 

 

RECTS eSeal No. 60D5007011 was recovered at Tononoka Grounds. 
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The case was referred to Revenue Protection Services who are currently investigating the 

circumstances with a view to prosecute the culprits. 

2. Improved security of cargo along the Northern corridor 

FF  

15/01/2018  Sector 3 reported a non-injury self-involved road traffic accident at Kwa DC 

area along Nairobi-Mombasa road which occurred  at about 12.30pm, Motor vehicle KBD 

706Y/ZB 9154 carrying teak log from Uganda to Mombasa. The scene was visited by 

traffic personnel from Salaama base. All the seal were intact but the motor vehicle cabin 

was damaged. 
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3. Improved Accountability – Value Addition to the Multi-Vendor System 

19/01/2018 A transit truck lost control and overturned on its journey from Mombasa 
near Maji ya Chumvi. The truck was carrying rice to Jinja. Fortunately, there were no 
fatalities, unfortunately some bags were stolen. The Mazeras RRU in conjunction with the 
Police arrived and secured the site. BIF involved was Kes. 653,028.  
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4. Real Time Detection of transit violations 

 

17/01/2018 Truck KBQ 412V/ZE1840 entry 7840 container TCLU4885877 Mombasa - 

Malaba while at Mariakani near Maji ya Chumvi reported an open seal alert, coordinates 

where shared for interception. Upon interception the seal was indeed tampered with 

during an attempted robbery. The truck was deposited at Mariakani police station and 

booked under OB number 35 \ 17\01\2018 at 1445 HRS. 

    

 

18/01/2018 The driver of the transit unit below was arrested for illegally carrying 

passengers and is to be arraigned in court and charged for the violation. Vigilance has 

been increased to ensure compliance is observed by all. The unit reported an off route 

alert earlier. 
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5. Trade Facilitation  

19/01/2018 Our team supervised the above change of truck at Allied wharfage yard. 

All seals were confirmed intact. 

  

  

 

7. Improved accountability of Transit Cargo along the Supply Chain 
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15.01.17: RRU Mazeras received a report from the owner of the above captioned truck 

that they had loaded the truck from FFK destined to South Sudan. After weighing at their 

yard at Miritini the weight was very low compared to same consignments.  

 

From the journey map, the truck didn’t deviate. 
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The Clearing agent reported the case to Changamwe police station under OB number 

126/15/1/2018. The truck was also detained at Changamwe police station under F89 

number 134669 . 

The tax liability for the missing rice was Kes. 832,274.95 which was called for 

via a demand note.epairs . 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Improved Accountability of Transit Goods along the Supply Chain 

23/01/2018 KBV195W from Nairobi breweries to Kampala, was allegedly attacked 

by robbers near Molo GSU camp. Molo police responded but some crates of beer 

had been stolen. The vehicle was booked at Molo police OB no.39/23/01/2018. 

Kericho RRU arrived at the station did a partial verification and estimated that 

about 50 - 80 crates of beer seem to have been stolen. 100% verification at the Busia 

border was recommended to ascertain the actual quantities stolen and relevant 

taxes paid. Our team secured the vehicle with a tamper proof seal no.4344220, 

waiting for resealing by borderless tracking the next day. Entry C2393, C2-

2018GKEMBAC2393, exit note-2018/x/11352  
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24/01/2018 Accident at Bonje, local truck which was carrying empty container lost 
control turn boy died on the spot while driver is in critical condition at coast 
general. Slight traffic as they try and tow the remains of the truck and trailer. 
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7. Real Time Monitoring of Transit Consignments 

 
22/01/2018 KAW 313J carrying container number MEDU1867534 from Mombasa 
to Malaba reported a seal tamper, stationary alert at Voi.  

   

   

Findings: All seals were found intact. The truck had a mechanical issue (Kwa-
Maina) voi. The issue was being rectified. 
 

8. Improved Accountability – Value Addition to the Multi-Vendor System 

22/01/2018 Transit truck KBB 436B carrying container number MSCU6756901 at 
Mombasa road around Mariakani recorded a seal tamper alert. CMC relayed the 
information to our RRU team to investigate and report.  
Unfortunately, our team was initially blocked by the Mariakani weigh bridge police 
claiming our team had no authority to be there. Upon contacting our police liaison 
in the area this matter was quickly resolved and access granted to inspect the truck. 
Findings: The truck had been stopped due to weight issues. All seals were found 
intact.  
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25 

9. Real Time Detection 
 

   

24/01/2018 Vehicle registration number KBA944A recorded seal tamper while 
approaching Salama. NCTPU was relayed the details to intercept.  The vehicle was 
traced to Kyumbi with all seals secure. The driver was allowed to proceed after 
resting. 
     

    
 

10. Trade Facilitation 

22/01/2018 Our team facilitated trade by supervising the change of prime mover 
KCH991S/Zc6509 to KCH993S. The alteration fee was paid vide F147 number 
2018NKU14694. ECTS vendor no. IJBA08410042 re-armed by iSPY. 
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11. Improved security of cargo along the Northern corridor 

22/01/2018 The trailer had a self-involved road traffic accident at Mlima Kiu. It's 

carrying coffee from Kampala Uganda. It rested on its side. Area police arrived first 

to the scene and secured the area to avoid any pilfering of the cargo.  

12.  
13.   

   
 

   
   04 

12. Trade Facilitation 0 
08/01/2018 Truck registration KAV 318S recorded a route deviation alert. This was 
relayed immediately with the current position coordinates to RRU team Mazeras who 
expeditiously responded and located the truck. 
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Findings: The truck was at the Palm oil transporters yard. They have authority to 
divert for administrative purposes. It was also confirmed the seals were intact. 

    
13. Improved Accountability – Value Addition to the Multi-Vendor System 

09/01/2018 Truck UAQ929Z/UAL086X CONT TGHU7058399 seal number 5573 lost 
seal transmission and upon contacting the driver he stated that he was moving from 
Bungoma approaching Malaba. RRU /enforcement Malaba were furnished with this 
information and requested to confirm upon the trucks exit. 

    
14. Improved Accountability of Transit Goods along the Supply Chain  

08/01/2018: Unit chassis number JTFSX22P406153267 Toyota Hiace van seal 
number 6909 recorded a seal broken alert. RRU confirmed and reported the motor 
vehicle, tagged with seal no 6909 Toyota Hiace which was on way from Mombasa to 
Malaba and had had an accident at Burnt Forest was safe at Burnt Forest Police station 
the driver was discharged and in stable condition. 
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04/ 

15. Improved security of cargo along the Northern corridor 

10/01/2018 A transit unit reported a route deviation which was reported from CMC to 
RRU Mazeras to investigate and report findings. 

   
 

FF  

Findings: The reported unit was among six others waiting for drivers to arrive from 
Uganda to the start journey. 

fff f    
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12/01/2018 Theft of goods from Transit Vehicle, the incident occurred at around 
1700hrs along Webuye - Bungoma general direction at Nzoia river. This happened as the 
driver of the Transit Trailer registration number KCL 186B/ZF 5974 lost control and the 
vehicle overturned.  In the process thugs took advantage and broke the seal and started 
stealing sugar from the trailer. NCTPU Officers responded promptly and fired shots in the 
air to quell the situation. Recovery was made and nine suspects arrested and booked at 
the station for further interrogation. One vehicle also detained at the station Yard with 
five bags of sugar as exhibit. The scene was under guard by both NCTPU and Webuye 
Police station officers. 

 
 

 

 

16. 16Real Time Detection of transit violations 
 

14/01/2018 Seal 6215 tagged on a Mercedes Benz unit chassis number 
WDB21122652A457994 registered along Kiambu road with illegal activation and tamper 
alerts.  The agent who was also the driver claimed that he was not currently with the 
vehicle. Our team arrived at shell Kiambu road at 2100hrs and immediately commenced 
on the search of the vehicle as described by the alerts. They locate the vehicle after 
consultation with our CMC colleagues and arming staff. The vehicle was parked in 
between shell petrol station and Jikoni’s club outside the entrance of a vehicle dealership. 
The vehicle insurance sticker visibly indicated the chassis number of the transit unit and 
therefore were able to confirm from the information provided by our colleagues at CMC 
and arming staff. 
The team proceeded to Jikoni’s Club where the said owner of the transit vehicle was 
located. They spoke to the patrons of the club to draw him outside using the DJ who 
made an announcement. The owner of the transit unit, availed himself. They explained 
to him in the presence of the Duty officer, of the reasons for intercepting and detaining 
the transit unit. We confirmed the presence of RECTS seal 60D5006215 in his vehicle. 
We found it packaged in a box ready to be sent back to Malaba border. 
He cooperated and at 2340 hours he drove the vehicle in the company of Muthaiga Police 
officer’s team to Muthaiga Police Station. Thereafter, we proceeded to the Duty Station 
Officer’s office where I issued an F89 no 211248 dated 14th January 2018. The original 
copy of the f89 received by the owner while the duplicate left in the vehicle. BIF – Kes. 
929,446. 
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17. /Real Time Detection & Trade Facilitation  

02/01/2018 A fatal road accident involving a transit truck and a matatu at Konza area. 
RRU Sameer rushed to the scene. Findings, one passenger in the matatu dead but the 
truck driver was unhurt. The container & seals were intact. Arrangements were made to 
tow the truck to Kyumbi station. 
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04/01/2018 Another fatality accident occurred between Malili and Salama involving a 
transit tanker destined for Kampala carrying Palm soap (RBD palm stearin) and another 
truck. The transit driver died. The cargo and seals are intact and the tanker was towed to 
Salama police station. 

    

 
18. Real Time Monitoring of Transit Consignments 

01/01/2018 The truck registration No KBG 881 M/ ZC 7228, was transporting Tea from 
Kampala to Mombasa. On reaching at Mukinyai, about 7kms from Salgaa towards 
Eldoret, it had a fatal traffic road accident whereby the turn boy died on the spot. Base 
commander Molo investigating the case. The container got broken due to the impact and 
the said tea spilled all over. Administration Police officers from Mukinyai were on guard 
at the scene.  

 
 

19. Improved Accountability – Value Addition to the Multi-Vendor System 

06/01/2018 A fatal road traffic accident occurred at about 0315 hours along Mombasa 
Nairobi road at Mlima kiu involving a transit vehicle registration no KBR 027H/ZD7772 
which was from Kampala proceeding to Mombasa port. The brakes allegedly failed and 
rammed into other the vehicles and two people in a private vehicle died on the spot. The 
container dislodged from the vehicle but the goods are intact. Officers secured the 
container. The driver was placed in custody awaiting to be arraigned in court.  
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20. Improved Accountability of Transit Goods along the Supply Chain  

02/01/2018 Malaba team responding to an alert raised earlier (31/12/2017) to confirm 
the integrity and actual arrival of the cargo to the border station, intercepted truck 
registration 3365AA19/3366AA19. Which was carrying textile material (Kitenge) 
destined for Congo. The cargo was found intact and photos taken to confirm the same. 
BIF USD 21,030 

 
04/ 
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